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An n job, single machine sequencing algorithm is de-
veloped which decreases the sum of the completion times
subject to a minimum number of late jobs. A primal ap-
proach is employed in which successively better solutions
are obtained while maintaining feasibility. Optimality,
while not claimed, may be achieved in some problems.
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A. NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
The problem considered in this thesis is one belonging
to a general class of problems in which a finite set of
jobs must be sequenced through a single facility, mini-
mizing some function of lateness. Specifically, the prob-
lem is to sequence n jobs, Jj,...^ , with known processing
times, Pjj.-.jP > and due-dates, d 1 ,... J d , through a sin-
gle production facility in such a way as to decrease the
n
sum of the completion times, C =
.Jj, c., subject to a
minimum number of late jobs, U*. This criterion provides
for more efficient scheduling by decreasing the average
repair or service time of a unit while maintaining a mini-
mum number of late jobs. This problem has not been treated
in the literature to date.
The processing times, which are defined to include
set-up and tear-down times, are independent of the sequence
The problem is static in that job arrivals subsequent to
the ntn job are not considered and preemption is not per-
mitted. It is assumed the jobs are processed continuously
until all are completed with no lot-splitting permitted.
Problem formulation originated from research into mes-
sage sequencing procedures utilized by shipboard communica-
tions centers. While this paper does not attempt to solve
the general dynamic problem with its many priority re-
straints, the algorithm developed herein is applicable to

messages of a single priority class processed under static
conditions
.
The algorithm has given the optimal solution in all
examples considered for n < 10 and is computationally
feasible for small n yielding a solution manually in a
few minutes. For large n it could easily be programmed
for computer solution.
B. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
The following notation and definitions are employed:
Sy
- The vth sequence of jobs S = (Jj,...,J ) S=(A.R)
c. - Completion time of job i c.= p.+W. = c. , +p
.
1 r J 1 *i i l-l *i
C - Sum of completion times
r £ , Qv for sequence S v k=l ck v *>• — >*
p. - Processing time of job i
d. - Due-date of job i
L- - Lateness of job i L.= c--d-
l J ill
T. - Tardiness of job i T.= max (0,L.)
l J l v ' i J
E. - Earliness of job i E.= max (0,-L.)
l J i v * ± J
W. - Waiting time of job i w 1
~ 1
before processing begins i k=l ^k
s. - Slack time of job i s.= d.-p.
l J l l r i
a - Smallest numerical dif- a= min (P-i"PO
ference between processing i,i'
times of any two jobs i^i'
A - Sequence of jobs forming a subset of S, whose com-
pletion times are all early A= (J,
,
. . . , J
.





R - Sequence of jobs forming a subset of S, whose com-






J. - An arbitrary early job i c. < d.
1 / / j 1-1
J . - An arbitrary late job i c. > d.
U - Number of late jobs in sequence S

II. BACKGROUND
A. PREVIOUS KNOWN RESULTS
Research previously reported in this area is contained
in [1] - [8]. When both processing times and due-dates are
deterministic and known, the following results related to
this problem have been proved:
1. The Shortest Processing Time Rule (SPT)
The average completion time C = (l/n)Ec, and the
average lateness L = (l/n)IL., are minimized by scheduling
jobs in order of increasing processing time. [7], [1,
Theorem 3-2]
.
2. The Due Date Rule (DDATE)
Maximum job lateness and maximum job tardiness are
minimized by scheduling the jobs in order of increasing due
dates [3], [1, Theorem 3-3].
3
.
The Minimize Sum of Completion Times Subject to
Number Late Jobs Algorithm
This algorithm will be referred to as Smith's al-
gorithm [7], [1, Theorem 3-5] in this paper. If there exists
a sequence such that maximum job tardiness is zero, then
there is an ordering of the jobs with job K in the last po-
sition which minimizes mean completion time (subject to con-







- Pi, > Pi vi with d i - Z PvK 1 1 k=1 K

4 . The Minimum Number of Late Jobs Algorithm
This algorithm will be referred to as Hodgson's
algorithm in this paper. J. M. Moore [6] has developed an
algorithm for sequencing n jobs through a single facility
to minimize the number of late jobs. A similar computa-
tionally faster algorithm has been developed by T. J.
Hodgson [6] , and proved in [8]
.
B. SMITH'S ALGORITHM
Smith's algorithm is a procedure which sequences in
SPT order subject to the condition of no late jobs. It
will be employed frequently in the algorithm of this paper.
The schedule is developed recursively, by selecting a job
for n, then n-1, etc. The job \\rith the greatest processing
time from the set of jobs with due dates not less than the
completion time of the ntn job is selected for the n tn po-
sition. Once this position is filled, the completion time




= Z p k-
k=l
From the remaining jobs, the job with the largest processing
time from the set of jobs with due dates not less than c ,J n-1
is selected for position n-1. Consider the following example,











p. 2 5 3 5 4 Ep.= 19
d. 4 10 12 20 23
l




The sum of the processing times is 19. Only jobs J.
and J,, have due dates not less than 19. J. is chosen for
position 5 since p. > p.. Subtracting p 4 =5 from 19 results





than 14 and therefore it is chosen for position 4. Con-
tinuing in similar manner J- is chosen for position 3 as
P? > P-z > 9 = c _9> J -z f° r position 2 and J-, for position 1.












p. 2 3 5 4 5
d. 4 12 10 23 20
l
c. 2 5 10 14 19 Zc = 50.
l l
C. HODGSON'S ALGORITHM
The version of this algorithm by Hodgson is employed
in this paper to find the minimum number of late jobs and
to provide an initial feasible solution to start the algo-
rithm improvement procedure. Steps in Hodgson's algorithm
[6] are
:
Step One . Order the jobs according to their due-dates,
d, <•••< d
,






Step Two . Using the current sequence, find the first
late job J
,
and go to Step Three. If no such job is found,
the algorithm terminates with an optimal schedule obtained
by placing those jobs that have been rejected after the jobs
in the current sequence in any order.





of the current sequence having the largest processing time
and reject it from the current sequence. Return to Step Two,
using the resulting sequence as the current sequence.
An example of this procedure follows:






















> d-JStep Two. Find first late job
Go to Step Three.
Step Three. The job with the greatest processing time
in the subsequence (J, ,J~,J_) is J, with p^=5. Therefore,
reject it and return to Step Two with the new current se-
quence
.
Step Two. The schedule is now:













p. 2 1 7 6 3 5
d. 2
l
4 14 15 28 5
c. 2
l
3 10 16 19 24
The first late job is J^. Go to Step Three.
Step Three. The job with the greatest processing time
J in subsequence (J, ,...,J-) is J. with p 4 =7. Therefore,
reject it and return to Step Two with new current sequence.
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The algorithm now terminates as there are no remaining
late jobs in the current sequence. The above schedule is now
optimal with the current sequence followed by the rejected





The problem can be restated as follows: Given a set





Subject to : U = U* Where U* is the minimum
v
number of late jobs.
The algorithm employs a primal approach maintaining a feasi
ble solution and it successively decreases the sum of the
completion times C with successive sequences S ,v=l,...,9,
by application of one of the algorithm's rules and/or
Smith's algorithm, terminating with the sequence S, when no
further improvement can be accomplished. Hodgson's algo-
rithm is employed to determine U* , and to provide the ini-
tial feasible sequence. Rules are employed to interchange
or insert jobs decreasing C at each step. Whenever the se-
quence S = (A,R) results, C is improved by sequencing A by
Smith's algorithm and R by the SPT rule. The algorithm
terminates when application of the rules yield no further
reduction in C. Possible optimality is checked at each
step for early algorithm termination.
There exist at least three possible ways to decrease
C from Hodgson's solution. The first, called the Inter-
change Rule, exchanges a late job J.eR with an early job
J.eA where p. < p. and J
.
eA is now early. The second,
1 *j r i j '
12

called the Insertion Rule, inserts a late job J. eR into
the A subsequence, J.eA remaining late and all other jobs
J.eA remaining early. For application of this insertion
there must exist at least one J.eA with p. > p. and a posi-
tive reduction in C must result. The third, called the
SPT-Interchange Rule, examines the possibility of improve-
ment when there exists a J.eR whose p. > p. V J.eA. The
need for such a rule is illustrated by example three, page
22. This last rule covers job interchanges not eligible
under the Interchange Rule and necessitates some reordering
of A if any reduction in C is possible. Subsequence A is
reordered in SPT creating subsequence A' with one or more
late jobs J.'eA'. Job J.'eA' is then interchanged withJ l l °
job J.eR if job J.eA 1 is now early. Specific requirements
of the rules are covered in paragraph B.
The rules are applied in the order given above to uti-
lize the advantages of the partitioned sequence S = (A,R).
Possible candidates for interchange are readily determined
and Smith's algorithm and SPT can be applied to A and R
respectively to improve C. For further improvement a
branching occurs, with either the Insertion or SPT-Inter-
change the applicable rule. In the former, the partition-
ing scheme is destroyed while the latter maintains S = (A,R)
and covers those interchanges not possible under the Inter-
change Rule. By reducing C at each step the number of pos-
sible sequences with C < C is reduced, with each successive









a. Find the smallest processing time p. among jobs
in R.
b. Find the first job in A such that its process-
ing time p. satisfies p. < p. and c , < s..& r i *j *i i-I - j
c. Interchange J. and J..
l j
2. Insertion Rule
Provided there exists at least one J.^A 3p- > P-,
insert job J. from R, into A between J. , and J. where iJ j ' i-I i
maximizes r|. (p, -p.) > 0> the reduction in C.
Subject to: r , ,J c - , > s . fJ . remains late1-1
J J in &1
c. ,+p. 5 s - (All other jobs in
-' A remain early)
c , +p .+p. < s . ,i-I *j *i - l+l
i-i




Continue until no further insertions are possible.
3 . SPT- Interchange Rule »
If there exists a J.eR such that p. > p. for all
jobs in A, then:
a. Reorder A in SPT. Call the resulting subse-
quence A' .




c. If U., < U* interchange J.eR and J!eA' if:
c'. , < s. and C is decreased,l-l - j
Continue interchanges if possible until U., = 0.
C. STEPS




Order the jobs in accordance with the SPT rule.
(p,,<...<,p ). Determine the number of late jobs, U, , and
Ec = C, . If there are no late jobs the sequence
S, = (J-.
,
. . . , J ) is optimal and the algorithm terminates




Reorder the jobs in accordance with Hodgson's
algorithm. Call the resulting sequence S~ = (A,R) where
all jobs in A are early and all jobs in R are late. De-
termine C~ and U
?
= U* . If U* = U, , the algorithm termi-
nates and the sequence S, is optimal with C* = C, and
U* = U, . The current sequence is then:
v 1' ' i-l' i* i + l' ' m 1 m+1' ' j-1 j J + l n
3 Step Three
Reorder A and R by Smith's algorithm and SPT re-
spectively. Call the resulting sequence S_ = (A-,R_). De-
termine C.,. If C- = C,+a, S^ is optimal and the algorithm
terminates with C* = C,.
4 . Step Four
Interchange jobs in accordance with the interchange
rule. If unable to do this go to Step Six. Call the resulting
15

sequence S. = (A. ,R.). Determine C, . U. = U* . If C. =





Reorder A. and R. by Smith's algorithm and SPT
respectively. Call the resulting sequence S. = (A^R-).
Determine C.. U- = U*. If C^ = C,+a, S,- is optimal and
the algorithm terminates with C* = CV.
6 Step Six
Insert jobs in accordance with the insertion rule
If unable to do this go to Step Seven. Call the resulting




= U* . If C, = C,+a, S,
is optimal and the algorithm terminates with C* = C
fi
.
Go to Step Nine
.
7 Step Seven
Conduct interchanges in accordance with the SPT-
interchange rule. If unable to do this go to Step Nine.
Call the resulting sequence S_ = (A
7
,R_). Determine C_.
U_ = U*. If C- = C,+a, S_ is optimal and the algorithm
terminates with C* = C-.
8 Step Eight
Reorder A_ and R
7
by Smith's algorithm and SPT
































































































1. An Interchange Solution (C, = C,. = C*)





















p. 4 5 6 7 8 9 9 10 10 12
d. 55 50 45 60 58 39 67 54 67 30 U, =3(J
,
J n , J, n )l 1 v 8 ' 9 ' 10'
c. 4 9 15 22 30 39 48 58 68 80 C,=373
l 1


































=447c. 12 21 27 32 42 46 54 63
l

























39 45 54 58 67
30 36 46 54 63




















Step Four. Interchange jobs in accordance with the
interchange rule. The first candidate for interchange is J.
with p. = 7. The first J
.
eA satisfying p. < p. and c. , < s.r
j i
} to
*j *i l-l - j
is J, A with p. = 7 < p. = 12 and c . -, < s . is J, n with10 r j r i l-l - j 10
19

p. = 7 < p. = 12 and c. ^ = 9 < s. = 53. The results ofp
3
F i l-l - j
interchanging J . and J-, Q are :






4 6 3 8 5 7
45 796 10 89
55 50 60 39 45 54 58 67
4 9 16 25 31 41 49 58
51 45 53 30 39 44 50 58
J 10 J 9
12 10
30 67 U*=2(J
1Q ,J 9 )
70 80 C'=383
18 57
There remains no J.eR with a p. < p.vJ.eA. and the inter-
3 3 i 1 4
changes end with C
4

































55 50 45 60 58 39 54 67
c.
l

















Since C. = C* the algorithm terminates with Sr the optimal se
quence
.
2. An Insertion Solution (C = C
fi
= C*)







































1 4 3 5
6 7 14 20
1 5 8 13
5 3 11 15














Step Three. Reorder A and R by Smith's algorithm








Step Four. Interchange jobs in accordance with the
interchange rule. Since S~ is negative and all c 4 -,>() , J n
does not qualify for interchange. Go to Step Six.
Step Six. Insert jobs in accordance with inser-
tion rule. The insertion location is determined in part
by finding the i which maximizes [ r| . (p, -p . ) ] >0 , the re-








J 4' J 3
J 3' J 5
(-1+2+1+3) = 5













the only member of R,, will still be late if
inserted and if all jobs J-,..., J will remain early.J 1
'
' m J







J i+l =J 3
J = J cm 5





l-l r j - l
1 F J







=3> J . early
=£> J., early
,+p.+ i St p, < s l+2+(4+3)<15 =5>J C earlyl-l *j k=i *k - m v J - 5 }
Since J~ inserted between J, and J. maximizes the reduction
in C by 6 and also satisfies the constraints, there is no










Pi 1 2 4 3 5 S 6 =(A6 ,R6 )
cL 6 1 7 14 20 U* = 1(J
2 )
c 1 3 7 10 15 C,=36=C,+a=C*
l 6 1
Since C, = C* the algorithm terminates with S. the optimal
sequence
.
3. A SPT- Interchange Solution (C, = C
fi
= C*)















Pi 1113 3 3 4
d
±


















































Step Three. Reorder A and R by Smith's algorithm
and SPT respectively. The result is identical with S~ =
S, = (A,,R,) and C-, = C~ = 53.
Step Four. Interchange jobs in accordance with
interchange rule. Since p. = 4 > p-V J.d no interchanges
are permitted. Go to Step Six.
Step Six. Insert jobs in accordance with inser-
tion rule. Since there is not a p. > p. no insertions are
1 1
permitted. Go to Step Seven.
Step Seven. Conduct interchanges in accordance
with SPT-interchange rule. Since there exists a J.eR such
J
that p. > p-VJ-eA, proceed as follows:


















5 6 4 10 14
1 2 3 6 9 12














b. Determine number of late jobs in A' - U! =J A
c. Since UI = 1 < U* = 2, attempt to inter-
change J. = J_ and J! = J, if c! , < s. and C_ < C_.
J 7 l 4 — l -1 - j 7 3
c! , < s. is satisfied as 3 < 5 . Checking the results ofl-l - j - to







































No further interchanges under this rule are required as
Step Eight. Reorder A
7
and R_ by Smith's algorithm










Step Nine. The algorithm terminates with C, =
min(C,,C
R
) = min(53,52). Therefore S g = (Ag,R g ) is the se-
quence with the smallest C = 52. In this particular case
C, = C* = 52, which may be proved by evaluating all the
possible sequences.
F. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
Beginning at Step T\^o , a primal approach is utilized in
which successively better solutions are obtained while main-




1. Consider a sequence S, = (J, , . . . ,J ) ordered by
increasing processing times, (P-i>5««-5>P )• By Smith [7],
the SPT sequence is optimal with respect to minimizing
Ic = C, . C, is the lower bound on C* the sum of the com-
1 1 1 '
pletion times for the optimal sequence. If the number of
late jobs, U, , equals zero then S, is optimal with C. = C*.
2. Consider a sequence, S~ , ordered in accordance
with Hodgson's algorithm:
-A,












where all jobs eA- are early (c.<d.) and all jobs eR~ are late
(c.>d.) . Let C
J J A <
m
.E, c- ,Ct» = ^ c. and Ci=l l ' R2 j =m+l j
?
By Hodgson [6], S~ is optimal with respect to minimum number
of late jobs, U* = U- . Therefore S
?
is a feasible solution
which may be used as a starting sequence in the algorithm.
If U* = U-.
,
then the previous sequence S-. is optimal as there
is no other sequence with C < C, [1].
3. Since the maximum job tardiness of A, = 0, Smith's
m
algorithm [7] can be used to minimize ,E, c^, in A^ maintain-
ing the number of late jobs in subsequence A_ at 0. Call the
resulting subsequence A 7 with min E c. = C._. R~ is then6 H 3 i £A i A3 2
reordered in SPT. Call the resulting subsequence R_ and
E c. = CnT . Now C A7 < C A ~ and C n _ < C no-=J>C + C n , < C AO
j £ r j









4. Step Four is the application of the interchange
rule. It will be shown that resulting sequence S. improves
S, with C. < C.,, maintaining U = U* constant. Conditions
for the interchange of J.cR and J . eA are p. < p. and
c._-| < s.. Consider the contrary. Suppose job J. with
p. > p. was interchanged with J.eA. This would increase
*j *i ° l
C, by amount (p - - p.)(j-i). If p. = p., C, is unaffected.
Therefore, C,, is decreased only by interchanging J. and J.
j j l
with p. < p.. Suppose an interchange resulted in c .
_,
> s. =
d. - p.. But, then J.eA is late. Since J. now eR is late
by [6] this implies both J. and J. are late. Therefore, the
sequence Can only be improved in C, with U constant, if
p. < p. and c_-j < s-. Continuing interchanging eligible
candidates will decrease C by amount (p. - p-)(j~i.) on each
interchange until no more interchanges are possible. There-
fore, the resultant sequence S. = (A. ,R.) will result in
C < f
5. Proof of Step Five is similar to the argument given




6. Another possibility for improvement in C is by in-
serting a job J.eR into A between 5. , and J., job J. remain
J l-l i' J j
ing late while jobs J .,...,J remain early. The insertion
rule requirements are: existence of at least one J.eA with
p. > p.; where i maximizes ? | . (p.,-p.)>0 (amount of reduc-





c. , > s . (J . eA remains late)i-l 3 3 J
c. ,+p. < s. (J. remains early)i-l *3 l v l JJ
c. , +p . +p
.
< s. -.(J..,! remains early)i-l *j *i - i+l v l+l J *
c. ,+p.+ , L p, < s (J remains early)i-l *j k=i *k - m v m }J
Now suppose the insertion of some job J.eR into A was
such that it did not satisfy one of the above conditions.
If there were no job J . eA 3 p. > p., this would imply
? | . (p, -p . ) <0V i , since (p.-p.)<0Vi results in an in-
crease in C. Suppose some other insertion location is
utilized, i.e., i is such that r|. (p^-p-) is not a maxi-
mum and/or is negative in value. If the reduction is neg-
ative then there is no improvement in C . If the reduction
is not a maximum, either it is not the best reduction pos-
sible, or the lateness conditions were not satisfied pre-
viously at other positions in A which had a higher value
of r|.(p,-p.) than position i. Therefore i must maximize
the reduction in C subject to the lateness constraints.
If c , < s., then J.eA would have been early andi-l " J ' 3
qualified for interchange with J. in Step Four. But, all
such interchanges have taken place. Therefore, J . eA must
be late. If some arbitrary job J,e(J.,...,J ) is such
that c._,+p.+ , | . p, > s,=£>J, is late, increasing U by
one. Therefore, no job J.eR exists for insertion except
it satisfies all of the above conditions. These insertions
continue until no further candidates remain.
27

Step Six was reached from Step Five or Three (if no
interchanges were possible) . Since each insertion has
reduced C by £|J (p k -p.)=£>C 6 < C5 or C 6 < C-. At this
stage of the solution the partitioned sequence S = (A,R)
no longer exists and possible further improvement by in-
terchanges between A and R are not meaningful. Therefore,
upon completion of the sequence S
fi
no further improvement
is attempted and the algorithm goes to Step Nine.
7. As was explained on page 13, a third possibility
for improvement in C is required beyond that of singular
interchanges. One such method is called the SPT-Inter-
change rule. This rule reorders A in SPT to reduce C
while creating additional late jobs in A which become
candidates for singular interchanges with jobs J.eR. The
reordered A subsequence is called A' = (J,
,





J , . . . , J ), where J! is a late job.
The first required condition is existence of a
J.eR 3 p. > p . V J.eA. Suppose there is a J.eR 3 p- < p-
V J.eA. If J.eR 3 p. < p- , then J. was a candidate fori 3 ^ P 3 *i' 3
interchange under the interchange rule of Step Four. But,
all J.eR have already been interchanged unless they would
have been late in A. Therefore, any remaining J.eR which
could be considered for improvement must have p. > p. y J.eA.
If p. = p. there is no reduction in C by interchange. There
fore, J. is such that p. > p. V J.eA.
3 *3 i i
The SPT- Interchange rule then requires UI < U*. Sup-
pose U' > U* . This implies there are insufficient jobs eR
28

to interchange with J! eA' as U would be increased by
amount U!=U*, destroying feasibility. Interchanges are
then conducted only if c! n < s. and C. < C r (or C T if7 l-l -j 7 5 v 3
steps four and five were omitted). If c'
_, > s. then
both J. and J! would be late. Finally, if C- > C r (or
3 i
J
' 7 - 5 v-
C_) no improvement in C has taken place by this procedure.
Continue interchanges until U ' = . If unable to do this,
interchange under this rule it is not permitted. If a
positive reduction in C,. (or C^) results from this pro-
cedure the interchange is made. The resultant sequence
is called S
7
with C_ < C^ (or C_).
8. Proof of Step Eight is similar to the argument
given in Step Three above. The resultant sequence S„ =
(Ag,Rg) will yield Cg < C-.
9. Step Nine serves to terminate the algorithm if
it has not terminated earlier due to C* being obtained.
Any sequence with U* late jobs yielding a C = C, +a is
optimal as a is the smallest increment whereby C, can be
increased. The solution sequence S, with a feasible upper
bound on C* is C, = min (C, ,Cr ,C
fi
,C«) , where the applicable
C are the result of the S computed in the particular






The algorithm developed herein is applicable in job
shop scheduling to reduce the average job completion times.
This will reduce the average waiting time a customer waits
for his product or if the job shop processes jobs for a
single customer (perhaps its own organization) then such
scheduling provides for an efficient use of resources.
Firms providing a repair or maintenance service for cus-
tomers external to the firm can utilize the algorithm to
schedule a batch of jobs with known processing times so as
to reduce the average unit repair time with only a minimum
number of late jobs. For organizations who own their
maintenance or service facilities the utilization of the
algorithm will reduce the average unit down time or aver-
age unit processing time with only a minimum number of
units returned or processed beyond their desired dead-
lines (due-dates) . The costs savings resulting from the
more efficient operations should be seen in the increased
production of the firms other departments.
B. COMMUNICATIONS MESSAGE HANDLING
Organizations , such as the military services , who have
their own communications facilities can apply the algorithm
to reduce the average delivery time of a message to ad-
dressees. This reduction which tends to expedite shorter
messages is consistent with the frequently observed corre-
lation between a message's length and its degree of urgency
30

At the same time the number of late messages (with respect
to desired delivery times) is kept to a minimum. Pro-
cessing times are usually known in advance, especially for
100 word per minute circuits which use landline facilities
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